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Horizon blue pearl crosstrek 2021

* The manufacturer's recommended retail price does not include destination and delivery costs, tax, title and registration fees. Destination and delivery includes handling and domestic freight costs and may vary in some states. Prices, specifications, options, features and models that can be changed without notice. ** EPA-estimated fuel consumption. Actual
mileage may vary. For Crosstrek Hybrid, EPA-rated MPG equivalent on a full battery charge. The actual mileage will vary. Limited warranties depend on age and mileage. What comes first, the warranty concludes. $1 helps provide at least 10 meals secured by Feeding America on behalf of local affiliated food banks. ^Now through February 1, 2021 0% APR
Funding for 63 months on all new 2021 Ascent, Impreza, Legacy and Outback Models. No deposit required. Monthly payment of $15.87 per $1,000 funded. The listing may vary by location. Other rates and payment terms available. Can't be combined with any other coupon, direct/email offer or promotional offer unless allowed by that offer. Only funding for
well-qualified applicants. The duration of the contract is limited. Subject to credit approval, vehicle insurance approval and vehicle availability. For more information, see participating retailers. Must be the delivery of store inventory before February 1, 2021. Subaru has the utmost respect for the environment and is a proud partner of Leave No Trace. It was
ensured that the environment is not harmed when taking this photo. Subaru, SUBARU BOXER, BRZ, Forester, Impreza, Legacy, Outback, STI, Tribeca, WRX, XV Crosstrek, EyeSight and STARLINK are registered trademarks. iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.; Brembo is a registered trademark of Freni Brembo S.p.A.; Alcantara is a
registered trademark of Alcantara S.p.A and Alcantara is produced by Toray Group.; Ultrasuede® is a registered trademark of Toray Industries, Inc.; TORSEN is a registered trademark of JTEKT Corporation.; BBS is a registered trademark of BBS Kraftfahrzeugtechnik AG.; Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.; HomeLink® and the
HomeLink® home icon are registered trademarks of Gentex Corporation.; Aha and Harman Kardon are registered trademarks of Harman International Industries, Inc. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.; HD Radio is a registered trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation.; Pandora is a registered trademark of Pandora Media, Inc.; SiriusXM and SiriusXM
NavTraffic are registered trademarks of SiriusXM Satellite Radio, Inc.; iHeart is a registered trademark of Clear Channel. CHECK OUT THIS IMPORTANT Subaru of America, Inc. reserves the right to make any changes to the information on this internet site, pricing, incentive programs, specifications, equipment, colors, materials, product illustrations and to
modify or discontinue models at any time without notice or obligation. All prices are based on manufacturer-set retail prices (MSRP) in US dollars (unless otherwise and excluding taxes, title fees, licenses, options, and destination fees, unless specifically included. Retailers are independent companies and are free to set their own retail prices. All information
on this website is intended only for the U.S. market. The 2021 Subaru Crosstrek Sport comes out this summer and it will get two new hot colors. It will feature new exterior colors Plasma Yellow Pearl and Horizon Blue Pearl. The Crosstrek subcompact SUV is always the model Subaru gives the latest colors when it comes out with a refresh or redesign. When
the second generation Crosstrek came on the market in 2018, it got a new Sunshine Orange and Cool Gray Khaki. The new colors went over big with a young demographic being the biggest buyers for the new subcompact SUV. Why are both 2021 Subaru Forester and Outback left out of these latest colours? The top three Forester colours The Subaru
Crosstrek falls a younger buyer than the Forester. The compact SUV attracts an older demographic and they are more likely to buy the top three exterior colors for the fifth generation model that includes Ice Silver Metallic, Crystal White Pearl, and Dark Gray Metallic. Forester also comes in Horizon Blue Pearl, but it's not a best-selling color. Outback attracts
an older demographic Subaru knows who their demographic is for its popular car and the Japanese automaker wants to do nothing that will mess up its formula for success. But there are some customers who want new colors on the outside alongside Wilderness Green Metallic. The Outback also comes in Abyss Blue Pearl, but nothing like Sunshine Orange,
Cool Gray Khaki, or the new Plasma Yellow Pearl. Subaru knows that the Outback wagon attracts an older demographic. The average age of Outback buyers is 45, and the gender split is 52 percent male, 48 percent female. Seventy-eight percent are married, and the median household income is $75,000 to $99,000. These customers are looking for a
vehicle that offers safety and reliability, not a sporty model with hot new colors. There are some Forester and Outback fans who like new fun colors like the second generation Crosstrek, but not enough for the Japanese automaker to offer them. It is not likely that you will see Sunshine Orange, Cool Gray Khaki or Plasma Yellow Pearl on 2021 Subaru Forester
or Outback model change. You Might Also Like: Subaru Reliability – 2 Models are the best in the lineup It's not New Forester Of Outback Denis Flierl has invested over 30 years in the automotive industry in a variety of roles. All his reports are archived on our Subaru page. Follow Denis on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Subaru Report. Check back tomorrow
for more Subaru news and updates on Torque News! Let us know what new colors you would like to see on the 2021 Subaru Forester or Outback! Photo credit: See major revelations here VEHICLE AT A GLANCE Specifications Options Exterior Interior Mechanical Safety Entertainment Warranty · Discussion Starter • • • 5 mo ago Hello All - Put a deposit on
it when it's on the water - trade in my BMW M2 w/62K miles from 2018 - worried about car maintenance. Woman has a 2013 CrossTrek with 85K on it - the only issue was wheel bearings. I'm really looking forward to this new Crosstrek and the 2.5 engine. I had 2 WRX's - a 2014 and 2017 - they both liked and had zero problems - and therefore the switch from
a BMW to this new CrossTrek. I look forward to talking to all of you. In Aberdeen, NC fwiw. · Welcome. I know the excitement of waiting for the new vehicle to arrive. I'm sure Subaru is happy to attract a former WRX and BMW M2 owner with their added HP to the Crosstrek. · Awesome! Welcome back to the Subaru fold! · · Hi All - Put a down payment on it
when it's on the water - trading in my 2018 BMW M2 w/62K miles - worried about car maintenance. Woman has a 2013 CrossTrek with 85K on it - the only issue was wheel bearings. I'm really looking forward to this new Crosstrek and the 2.5 engine. I had 2 WRX's - a 2014 and 2017 - they both liked and had zero problems - and therefore the switch from a
BMW to this new CrossTrek. I look forward to talking to all of you. In Aberdeen, NC fwiw. You have a PM. · Welcome and I hope you update the forum when you make your Trek. We love ours! The second generation Subaru Crosstrek compact crossover was released in 2018 and this time is built on the Japanese automaker's new global platform that also
supports the equally popular Subaru Forester and Outback. Overall exterior styling was not dramatically different from before although the interior got some much needed design improvements. Under the hood, however, is the only area where Subaru could have made a mistake. The only engine offered, a 2.0-liter boxer-four, just wasn't powerful enough.
Subaru customers, who are among the most loyal in the industry, announced their complaints. To the company's full credit, it listened. Enter the 2021 Subaru Crosstrek, the recently facelifted model that now features improved exterior styling, a few interior upgrades and, most importantly, a more powerful engine. Since it has been on the market for a few
years, Subaru has also refined the Crosstrek in numerous other ways to help keep it competitive until the eventual revamped successor comes. Subaru Subaru Subaru The 2021 Crosstrek is instantly recognisable despite some nice exterior styling improvements. Regardless of the cladding level, all Crosstreks will have a redesigned front bumper and new
equipment-specific grille designs. The new Sport trim, however, adds a larger dose of posture thanks to wheel case moldings, 17-inch dark gray alloy wheels, and a gunmetal-colored grille. A total of seven exterior colors are available, including two new choices: Plasma Yellow Pearl and Horizon Blue (both pictured here). Regardless of the finish, all 2021
Crosstreks come standard with 17-inch wheels (18-inchers are standard on the Limited) in black or processed finishes, roof rails, roof rails, side covering, and a back roof spoiler. There is a total of 8.7 inches of ground clearance which is an ideal height for both on- and off-road activities. Subaru Subaru Subaru Although the overall dashboard and layout of
the console remains unchanged from last year, the new Sport trim has some unique elements. In addition to all the contents of the Premium interior, Sport fits the StarTex lightweight upholstery with yellow stitching and a leather-clad steering wheel and gear shift. All trims come standard with a 6.5-inch Multimedia touchscreen system with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto compatibility, USB ports, automatic climate control, 60/40 split-folding rear seat, and keyless entry. If you are willing to spend more, higher trims can be equipped with a push-button start, moonroof, retractable tailgate, bucket, and a power driver's seat. Subaru Subaru Subaru The main addition for 2021 is the optional 2.5-liter boxer-four engine
with a total of 182 horsepower and 176 lb-ft of torque, available in sport and premium trims only. This is the same engine used in the larger Forester and Outback. The standard engine remains the 2.0-liter boxer-four totaling 152 horsepower and 145 lb-ft. Both are linked to a CVT that sends power to a permanent all-wheel-drive system. Basic models can be
used with a six-speed manual gearbox, although fuel consumption is lower than that of CVT models. Fortunately, the new engine not only offers more power, but also almost identical fuel consumption as the 2.0. The 2.5 is rated at 27/34/29 mpg city/highway/combined, while the 2.0 yield is 28/33/30 mpg. The 2.0-six-speed combo returns 22/29/25 mpg.
Standard safety includes the Subaru EyeSight Driver Assist Technology for all CVT-equipped models. This safety suite includes lane departure warning, pre-collision braking, pre-collision throttle management, car start-stop and adaptive cruiser control with lane centering. Top-of-the-line Limited models have standard LED steering responsive headlights with
automatic height adjustment, and LED daytime running lights. The Crosstrek remains an Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Top Safety Pick+, an award it has received for the past six years. Subaru Subaru Subaru Subaru As in previous years, the main rivals of the Subaru Crosstrek are the Jeep Compass, Mazda CX-3 and CX-30, and slightly larger
offerings such as the Toyota RAV4 and Honda CR-V. However, the latter two are more directly aligned with the crosstrek's larger sibling, the Forester. In many ways, the Crosstrek is a standout in the compact crossover segment due to its highly advanced permanent all-wheel drive, while many of its rivals come standard with front-wheel drive. Engineering for
AWD from the get-go makes a significant difference. With regard to this Subaru has not released official prices for the 2021 Crosstrek, but we don't expect it to be dramatically different from last year. Subaru Subaru Subaru Subaru Crosstrek Popular
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